Downtown
Collaborative Furniture

Waiting Area
With a wide variety of shapes, dimensions and back styles, Downtown
seating can be used to create countless layouts. Choose your favorite style
for the back, offset from seat end, or full-width for a seamless side-by-side
arrangement.

Armrest
Backrest offset

Upholstered table
with laminated top

Round occasional table

Round ottoman
Ottoman
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Meeting
Room
Take a seat around a bistro Mediacom
table for a productive meeting. Specially
designed to mount a monitor screen and
to manage cabling efficiently, the tables
come equipped with a cutting-edge linked
communication system to facilitate the
sharing of ideas and information.

Downtown
Mediacom bistro table in Douglas Pine laminate.
Furniture
Blitz stools and Vortex office chair.
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Café Area
Bistro-height tables fit perfectly into collaborative areas for spontaneous
encounters or even in a cafeteria for a coffee break.

The fabric upholstered tables provide
the bench with a continuity aspect and
can also be equipped with a laminate
surface. An optional multi-outlet
module is available with a duplex
outlet and two USB charging ports for
benches and upholstered tables.
Benches with backrests and upholstered
table with laminated top.

The mobile white marker board is
an essential tool for collaborative
meetings and brainstorming sessions
and can also be used to divide the
space.
Mobile white marker board.

Privacy screens are available vertical,
angled-top or with a shelf. Usually
placed behind a seating unit, the fabric
upholstered screens offer different
degrees of privacy thanks to the three
available heights.

Downtown
Bistro tables in White laminate
with recessed multi-outlet.
Furniture
Crema stools.

Rectangular benches with multi-outlet
on the side and backrests, angled-top
privacy screens and bistro table.
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Relaxed
Meeting
Benches and ottomans are available in various
shapes and sizes, allowing for configurations
adapted to your needs. Combine benches
with a Mediacom table to create a functional
multimedia space for your team.

Downtown
Mediacom table with architectural base in
Chestnut laminate, benches with backrests
and open storage in White laminate.
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Benches and Ottomans
Rectangular with
half backrest

Rectangular
with backrest

Rectangular with alternating
corner backrests
Trapezoid

Rectangular with
alternating backrests

Square with
corner backrest

Rectangular with
corner backrest

Curved

Round

Square and rectangular

Tables
Upholstered tables with laminate top

Occasional

Square, round and rectangular

Lounge

Collaborative work

Mediacom

Mediacom bistro

Bistro

Mobile white marker
board

Mobile panel with
Downtown connection

Complements
Privacy screen

Screen with shelf

Storage units

Downtown
Ottoman and benches with half backrests.
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COVER

Downtown
Mediacom table in Fenix and Ginger Root laminate,
benches with backrests and screen with shelf.
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Furniture
Crema stools and Cuadro armchairs.
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